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Global fits of the Unitarity Triangle within 
the Standard Model. Updates from the 

UTfit collaboration.
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The Unitarity Triangle Analysis

๏Flavor-changing processes and CP violation 
in the SM ruled by 4 parameters in the 3x3 
CKM (unitary) matrix


๏ 


๏Small value sin of Cabibbo angle ( ) makes 
the CKM matrix close to diagonal


๏Unitarity implies relations between elements, 
that can be represented as a triangle in a 
plane


๏By determining the apex, one determines the 
CKM matrix

A, λ, ρ̄ and η̄

λ



UT constraints

ϵK

sin 2β

α γ
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30 years of UT fit
๏Since early ‘90s, the UT framework has been established to probe CP violation in 

the flavor sector


๏sin2b (CPV in  mixing) the reference quantity


๏very loose predictions once its value


๏ jump in accuracy ~ ’95, when the first full statistical analysis was attempted, 
strongly benefiting of the first determination of the top mass. The UT analysis 
was born, predicting a few still unknown quantities


๏ 


๏ In 2000, Rome and Orsay/Genova groups (running similar fits) joined forces. This 
was the beginning of the UTfit collaboration

BdB̄d

sin 2β = 0.65 ± 0.12

https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9501265.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/0408079.pdf
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The value of redundancy

๏Redundancy is the biggest strength 
of the UT analysis


๏Many observables, depending on 
a few parameters


๏one can remove a subset of the 
inputs and still be able to 
determine the CKM parameters


๏ In particular, one can fit for the CKM 
parameters using only CP conserving 
quantities


๏Can exclude , establishing 
CP violation without directly 
observing it

η̄ = 0



What’s new for EPS23

๏Theory updates:


๏New Vud extraction from neutron decays, 
following V. Cirigliano et al. arXiv:2306.03138  


๏New lattice values for masses 


๏New lattice form factors for exclusive 



๏Experiment updates:


๏New sin2β by LHCb


๏New γ by LHCb


๏New α


๏…

b → qℓν

4.196 ± 0.014

4.171 ± 0.020

4.203 ± 0.011

4.14 4.16 4.18 4.20 4.22
mb(mb) (GeV)

Average

Nf = 2 + 1

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

0.993 ± 0.004

0.994 ± 0.004

0.989 ± 0.010

0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.01
mc(3 GeV)(GeV)

Average

Nf = 2 + 1

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

93.140 ± 0.550

92.200 ± 1.000

93.460 ± 0.580

90 91 92 93 94 95
ms(2 GeV)(MeV)

Average

Nf = 2 + 1

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

3.399 ± 0.031

3.381 ± 0.040

3.427 ± 0.051

3.30 3.35 3.40 3.45 3.50
mud(2 GeV)(MeV)

Average

Nf = 2 + 1

Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

All masses computed in  and averaged with 
PDG scale factors

MS

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.03138


What’s new for EPS23: sin(2β)
๏Averaged charmonium values


๏New sin2β from LHCb 


๏Average including correction due to Cabibbo-suppressed 
penguin contribution:


๏Most recent estimate   


๏Theoretical uncertainty comparable to experimental error

Δ(sin 2β) = − 0.1 ± 0.1

0.692 ± 0.016

0.720 ± 0.064

0.716 ± 0.015

0.667 ± 0.026

0.687 ± 0.030

0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73

Average

Belle II

LHCb

Belle

BaBar

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0507290
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0507290
https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0507290
https://arxiv.org/abs/1102.0392


What’s new for EPS23

๏Determination combining all D(*)K(*) modes


๏Simultaneous extraction of γ and  mixing 
parameters (which enter the BSM analysis)


๏Details are given in dedicated talk by R. Di 
Palma on Friday


๏Tree-level determination


๏Baseline determination of CP violation in the 
SM, assuming BSM effects enter only at loop


๏With |Vub/Vcb|, allows for a robust fit of the 
CKM parameters in the SM, even in presence 
of new physics

DD̄

ρ̄ = ± 0.163 ± 0.024
η̄ = ± 0.356 ± 0.027

https://indico.desy.de/event/34916/contributions/146904/
https://indico.desy.de/event/34916/contributions/146904/


What’s new for EPS23

๏Updated the bound on α with


๏Bounds from ππ and ρρ derived from PDG 
averages (including PDG rescaling of the 
error)


๏Bound from ρπ derived from same inputs 
used by HFLAV


๏As usual, main difference wrt other 
combinations is in the treatment of the multiple 
solutions


๏Profiling vs marginalization: in our case, 
multiple overlapping solutions counts more 
than a single solution when integrating out 
the other quantities (T, P, and strong phases)

α = (93.8 ± 4.5)o



What’s new for EPS23

๏This is the most delicate set of inputs, due to the long 
standing tension between different determinations


๏For Summer23:


๏ inclusive determinations are the same


๏new lattice inputs are used to determine the 
inclusive values


๏updated input on  
(FLAV) with improved treatment of correlations  for 
lattice inputs


๏The larger error reduces the correlation between 
the two quantities to 0.028 when running the 2D 
Skeptic Bayesian combination (n-dim 
generalization of PDG scale factor) 

|Vub/Vcb | = 0.0827 ± 0.0117

0.003750 ± 0.000260

0.004130 ± 0.000260

0.003640 ± 0.000160

0.0032 0.0034 0.0036 0.0038 0.0040 0.0042 0.0044 0.0046 0.0048
Vub

Average

Inclusive

Exclusive

0.041320 ± 0.000730

0.042160 ± 0.000500

0.040550 ± 0.000460

0.040 0.041 0.042 0.043
Vcb

Average

Inclusive

Exclusive
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Standard Model Fit result

ρ̄ = 0.160 ± 0.009
η̄ = 0.345 ± 0.011
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Standard Model Fit result

ρ̄ = 0.173 ± 0.012
η̄ = 0.374 ± 0.019

ρ̄ = 0.159 ± 0.016
η̄ = 0.339 ± 0.010
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Standard Model Fit compatibility

92.3±1.4

93.8±4.5

85.0 87.5 90.0 92.5 95.0 97.5 100.0 102.5
Æ(deg)

UTfit prediction

Measured

64.9±1.3

65.3±3.3

58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72
∞(deg)

UTfit prediction

Measured

0.738±0.028

0.689±0.019

0.64 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80
sin 2Ø

UTfit prediction

Measured



UT generalization Beyond the Standard Model

๏fit simultaneously for the CKM and 
the NP parameters (generalized UT 
analysis) 


๏parameterize BSM effects in 
 Hamiltonian in model-

independent


๏use all available experimental 
information 


๏find out NP contributions to ΔF=2 
transitions 

ΔF = 2



Extended list of experimental inputs

๏All inputs to the SM UT analysis


๏  mixing


๏  mixing


๏Additional  mixing parameters (HFLAV averages)


๏ , effective lifetime, etc. 


๏Charge asymmetry in semileptonic  and  decays


๏Same-sign dilepton asymmetry in semileptonic B 
decays by D0

BsB̄s

DD̄

Bs

ΔΓs

Bd Bs

https://hflav.web.cern.ch
https://arxiv.org/abs/1106.6308
https://arxiv.org/abs/1106.6308
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What’s new for EPS23

๏Experiment updates:


๏New D mixing fit (see talk by R. Di 
Palma on Friday)


๏New  by LHCb: 



๏Theory updates:


๏New lattice values for BSM matrix 
elements

ϕs
ϕs = − 0.039 ± 0.016 rad

latest HFLAV (Spring21) 
w/o miking effects

https://indico.desy.de/event/34916/contributions/146904/
https://indico.desy.de/event/34916/contributions/146904/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1281612/attachments/2664875/4618672/CERN_seminar_sin2beta_phis.pdf


Results of BSM analysis: CKM parameters

CKM parameters from BSM analysis

CKM 
parameters 

known (even in 
presence of NP 

effects) with 
similar precision 
of pre-LHC SM 

analysis
2004

ρ̄ = 0.167 ± 0.025
η̄ = 0.361 ± 0.027

ρ̄ = 0.164 ± 0.028
η̄ = 0.340 ± 0.016

2007



Results of BSM analysis: New Physics parameters



Results of BSM analysis: New Physics parameters
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Results of BSM analysis: probing New Physics Scale

NMFV
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Conclusions

Extrapolation to  
5 ab-1 @Belle II + 10 fb-1 @LHCb

๏We updated the UT analysis to Summer 23 inputs


๏New experimental determinations of the UT angles


๏New theory inputs (lattice, Vud)


๏Overall consistency of the fit


๏Reached precision of ~5% (~3%) on  ( )


๏Extended the analysis to include new physics in DF=2 Hamiltonians


๏new inputs for  mixing


๏new results


๏probed new physics effects up to 


๏ (1000) PeV for new physics with generic flavor structure


๏ (100-1000) GeV in MFV scenarios

ρ̄ η̄

D − D̄

𝒪

𝒪



Backup



Standard Model Fit compatibility



More on α






